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Abstract—This study purposes are to examine how to measure properly impact of technological innovation of partner collaborative innovation in micro enterprise, and what its impact in micro enterprise. This study believes that technological innovation generates values that enhance organization to gain business advantages. The research gathers evidences by interviewing 10 micro enterprise organizations from different industries in various regions of Taiwan that participated in in a partner collaborative innovation. This study uses two indicators of partner collaboration innovations, namely: (1) the number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with the establishment of technology-innovative micro-enterprises and enterprise development innovation, and (2) the impact of group / partnership cooperation on business growth. The study found that technological innovation of partners’ collaboration innovation increase rapidly number of entrepreneurs who have developed innovative cooperation, and majority of cases showed as significant influence in business growth. Finally, the study presents practical implication and future research recommendations.

Index Terms—Technological innovation, partners collaborative innovation, micro-enterprise.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the era of digital economy, strong economic dependence in globalization World force organizations have to face progressively risky and sharp competition atmosphere. One way to survive in a harsh business environment is by implemented technological innovation in products, services and processes [1]. According to Baregheh et al. [2], micro enterprises involve in various kind of innovation through products, processes, people and marketing. Innovation is very crucial for organizations.

Information technology becomes a main tool for organizations for gaining a strategic competitive advantage [3]. Many previous study found that IT adoption has lack of significance impact on organizational performance was known as the “productivity paradox” [4] but others study concluded that the development of more advanced IT and the complementary investment of organizational capital (e.g., business process reengineering, change management) will growth organization’s productivity [5].

In partner collaborative innovations environment, we believe that technological innovation delivers significant impact for members’ growth. Micro enterprise in collaborative innovation should pursue any possibility technological innovation’s role to increase their market share as well as improve processes and services. This study wills explore the impact of technological innovation of partner collaborative innovation in micro enterprise.

The research questions to be explored in this study are: (1) what is the indicator to measure properly impact of technological innovation of partner collaborative innovation in micro enterprise? (2) What is the impact of technological innovation of partner collaborative innovation in micro enterprise?

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Micro Enterprises

The definition of micro-enterprise is different in each country, and in fact there are no generally accepted definitions [6]. This is due to the different levels of economic progress of each country so that it is impossible to formulate universal definition [7]. In general, micro-enterprises are defined by the constraint of the number of employees and annual sales/turnover. In Taiwan, the organization for economic cooperation and development defines a micro-enterprise is organization that has employee less than 5 people [8].

Regardless of its size, SMEs had proved not only as one of main driver force in economic development in many countries [9], but also maintained sustained and long-term economics’ growth as well as decrease unemployment rate [10]. Therefore, many governments and have specific policy and budget to support micro enterprises as part of nation’s economic strategic.

Micro enterprises have to defeat some problem to grow business and expand market share include: limited access to funding, limited access to high technology tools, limited access to raw material, lack of technological skill, and limited access to utilities infrastructure such as electricity and goods [11]. Micro enterprises suggested developing efficient creativities specially to gain access to source funding and generate training programs [12]. In addition, another study persuades that SMEs that adopt technology to do innovation will achieve intention of having market competitive edge [13].

B. Technological Innovation

Technological innovation is applied new ideas and procedures in practices and/or business by industrialists [14], using technologies. Technological innovation innate from idea to implement a new way to reach new market and produce new products/service opportunity for a technology-based development; in pursue commercial success [15]. Technological innovations become an
important tool for many organizations not only to grow market share, but also to increase their ability to survive in market’s competition. Because of during uncertain circumstances, fight for business sustained is more critical than pursue business growth and profitability [16]. Technological innovation become critical, role and crucial factor in many field [17], [18].

According to literature study, in order to survive, SMEs have to promote technological innovation in business. Theoretically, social networking, computerized record and online marketing are the main area that found to be significant [16] but still need empirical data to prove the connections. Study among Micro and Small Enterprise in Brazil conclude that implementation of innovations result satisfactory returns and changed management’s perceptions and valued the permanence of the innovative process [19]. Moreover, technology innovation produces shorter delivery time, more flexible in operation, and lower cost of production [20]. Technological innovation should be implemented in main business processes to achieve determined benefits.

Since innovations are important for SMEs’ business performance around the World, Bayarçelîka and study to examine the factors that influence the innovations performance. The study found that technological capability in one of the most factors that impact the innovation performance in SMEs [21]. Technological capability refers to all organization’s action, which support organization to examine, choose and use technology for gaining competitive advantage. Technological Innovations of organization constructed on internal technological capability [22].

Past research has pointed out that the ICT capabilities of micro-enterprises will affect their technological innovation. Members’ ICT capabilities have been improved with the help of clusters, which has improved their performance. [23] Research indicates that ICT affects several modes of O2O business: 1. Brand model: Non-ICT is mainly relate to non-ICT design capabilities. 2. Cluster innovation model: almost all clusters are innovative, whether it is internal innovation of clusters or cross-group innovation. 3. E-commerce platform model: e-commerce platform and use of existing platforms to sell goods.

C. Partners Collaborative Innovation

Collaborative innovations refer to process joint alliance in order to design and develop new product, services or processes that involve information sharing, develop mutual planning, integrated activities, and solved common problem [24]. Collaborative innovation gives partners benefit such gather new quality of information and communication, facilitate top level management interaction, give chance to harmonize work of designer and engineering that contained representatives of suppliers, customers, service providers and others [24].

Regards to its limited resources, micro enterprises struggle to create innovation, affect that micro enterprises hardly compete with larger organizations. Collaboration innovation should be a solution, because it gives micro enterprises an opportunity to share knowledge, technology, information and others resources. Innovation developments basically consist of multidisciplinary activities that need disperse teams linking knowledge and practice in several areas.

Technological innovations strongly support the collaboration of established teams to innovate in a collaborative network [24]. In collaboration innovation, every partner accesses their resources, and contribute to the complementary resources and create innovation together [25].

In terms of partner collaborative innovation, this study cites [26] that through the transformation of leadership and cluster identification, it is possible to achieve collaborative innovation of micro-enterprise cluster, which is also consistent with the definition of collaborative innovation of this research partner.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Instrument

1) Case interview analysis

Case studies are more suitable for studying "why" or "how to" and can be used as a basis for future research. Therefore, case studies are more suitable for the application of research problems that are still exploratory (exploring why or how to do it), and there are no previous studies, even taxonomic studies and hypotheses or propositions.

Interviewing is a form of oral narrative for researchers to have a comprehensive understanding of a specific subject or action. Crabtree and Miller divided interviews into "unstructured", "semi-structured" and "structured" interviews [27]. Unstructured interviews were often based on daily life chat or informed/expert interviews. Semi-structured interviews are conducted in an "interview outline", which can be individuals or groups. Interviews do not need to hide research purposes. Structured interviews use research techniques to further clarify cognitive or decision-making activities.

IV. SECONDARY DATA ANALYSIS

Secondary Qualitative Study is a research finding that uses data collected by others. Such as: corporate reports, briefs, policy statements, etc. The induction from secondary data is more helpful in understanding historical facts and trends. From a conceptual and substantive point of view, through the assistance of secondary data, a better understanding of the history and background can be obtained; from a methodological point of view, the use of secondary data analysis has several methodological aspects. The advantages: the opportunity to provide re-replication, the ease of taking time to study the design, the scope of the scalable self-variation allows researchers to gain new inspiration or increase the size of the sample; from an economic point of view it is costly to study the original materials. It is much cheaper to use existing materials than to collect new materials.

The biggest advantage of secondary data analysis is that researchers do not need to spend a lot of money and time to get large sample data. For new researchers who also hope to obtain research results in a short period of time, the use of existing databases is an efficient strategy for collecting data on their own; in addition to the advantages of time, the cost of using databases is much lower than that of self-collecting materials. Expenditure, therefore, is particularly suitable for
researchers with insufficient research funding; another advantage of secondary data analysis is that the database is often published by predecessors, and is suitable for reference as a person who has just been involved in research, especially the research methods include Selection of samples, selection of variables, methods of statistics, etc.

The main secondary sources of this research include internal government plans, websites, case albums, electronic newspapers and magazines, related books and so on. In the process of data collection, in order to complete the integrity of the data, this study has cross-checked the integrity of the data and excluded the errors of the data. At the same time, this study has made extensive efforts to improve the data through extensive collection of information.

A. Subjects

This research area is a micro-enterprise participating in the “Micro and Personal Care Support and Coaching Program” from 2014 to 2017. Based on the results of the counseling, 10 technology-innovative micro-enterprises were selected for case interviews to investigate these 10 technological innovations. The research investigates the status of the company before and after the participation in the “Micro and Personal Care Support and Counseling Program”.

A case study is: “A study conducted by a social unit as a whole, and the unit of research may be a person, a family, a group, an institution, a community, a region or a country.” It has the characteristics of inductive integration, experience understanding, uniqueness, thick description, inspiration and natural analogy. Its main research purpose is to present the real life situation of the case.

In [28], the case study also needs to collect further evidence through interviews, direct observations, observations and observations. Evidences were collected from September to October, 2006, from 10 technology innovation micro-enterprises participating in the “Micro and Personal Care Support and Coaching Program” for 2014-2017 years were arranged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>AREA</th>
<th>Major commodities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>3C products, music box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Environmental protection products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Design products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Wear technology products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Agricultural information technology products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Digital paper camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Handmade shampoo mold design and manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>E-commerce company: Web and app design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Female menstrual care products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Micro molecular water mask</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case interviews were be conducted to collect relevant information. Case interviews on this study were be interviewed. The list of companies shown in Table I.

The case interviews of this study was selected by purposive sampling, which refers to the sampling method based on the subjective experience of the investigators to select the units that are judged the most representative of the population as the sample, which is also called the judgment sampling. The logic and effectiveness of the intentional sampling is to select in-depth research on information-rich cases. Therefore, after discussion with consultants and experts, the research team selected case interviews based on the experience of technologically innovative micro-enterprises.

B. Data Analysis

The data analysis method analyzes, interprets and objectively explains the problems by collecting relevant market information, survey reports, industrial dynamics and other literature materials according to specific research purposes or topics, so as to summarize and find out the meaning and influence behind them. The sources of literature are all-comprising, and can be government department reports, business and industry research, document records databases, corporate organization materials, books in libraries, papers and periodicals, newspaper news, and so on. There are four steps in document analysis, namely Reading and Organizing, Description, Classifying and Interpretation.

This research can use data analysis method to find out the basis and context of the evolution of related materials from the history and background of relevant data. Through the process of comparing relevant data and research, it is beneficial to explore the characteristics and optimal operation mode of technologically innovative micro-enterprises. Etc., and put forward effective suggestions for corporate attributes, value creation activities and resource utilization, and with the problems and coaching models analyzed in the process of coaching the enterprise, it will effectively depict and analyze the trends and needs of technological innovation micro and personal careers.

V. FINDING

A. Partner Collaborative Innovation

This study gathers the data by interviewing respondents' enterprise companies, most of which are the responsible persons of the technology-innovative micro-enterprises, or the founders, or those who actually engage in the operation and management of the company such founder, co-founder, chief technology officer, CEO, principal, business manager and general manager from 10 technology innovation micro-enterprises participating in the “Micro and Personal Care Support and Coaching Program”.

Enterprise evaluation is determining the enterprise value of the act or process. Evaluation may involve all part of enterprise or specific business function or business interest. Enterprise evaluation can be expressed as a process to analyze business growth using of scientific methods. In the advance of the knowledge economy era, many preferences can be selected to evaluate enterprise performance such as number of transactions, financing, tax planning, litigation, financial reporting and internal management.
This research collects and references domestic and foreign literatures, and through the content and recommendations of expert consultation and expert research conferences, develops the growth assessment facets and indicators of technology-innovative micro-enterprises to provide selection and evaluation of future counseling program. This study uses two indicators of partner collaboration innovations, namely: (1) the number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with the establishment of technology-innovative micro-enterprises and enterprise development innovation, and (2) the impact of group / partnership cooperation on business growth. The study result based on these indicators show in Table II.

### TABLE II. ANALYSIS OF PARTNER COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
<th>Comparative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The impact of grouping/partnership on business growth</td>
<td>no effect</td>
<td>Well</td>
<td>Slightly affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The impact of grouping/partnership on business growth</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Well</td>
<td>Slightly affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The impact of grouping/partnership on business growth</td>
<td>no effect</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Significant influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The impact of grouping/partnership on business growth</td>
<td>no effect</td>
<td>Well</td>
<td>Slightly affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The impact of grouping/partnership on business growth</td>
<td>no effect</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Significant influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The impact of grouping/partnership on business growth</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>Significant influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The impact of grouping/partnership on business growth</td>
<td>no effect</td>
<td>Well</td>
<td>Slightly affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The impact of grouping/partnership on business growth</td>
<td>no effect</td>
<td>Well</td>
<td>Slightly affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The impact of grouping/partnership on business growth</td>
<td>no effect</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Significant influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The impact of grouping/partnership on business growth</td>
<td>no effect</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Significant influence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Comprehensive Analysis Results

The case study of this study aims to understand the current development trends and profiles of domestic technology-innovative micro-enterprises, as well as to explore the current situation and problems encountered by current and technologically innovative micro-enterprises before and after program, and to explore technologically innovative micro-enterprises through case interviews.

The number of entrepreneurs showed an increasing trend compared with the overall case before and after the program, and the influence of group / partnership on the growth of the company showed a significant influence on the majority of cases before and after the counseling, and the second part showed a slightly influential trend.

Development partners and innovations have a positive impact on technology, innovation, and micro-enterprise in terms of performance, products, marketing, and access. In addition to cooperating with the strategists or members of the group, they also generate more resources and business opportunities through partner collaborative. In addition, the number of entrepreneurs who have developed innovative cooperation through clusters has increased from a total of 5 to 44, thus promoting the development and provision of new products or services. The key factor affecting the collaborative innovation model of science and technology innovation micro-enterprises is nothing more than the cooperation between the enterprise and the industry, mainly the mutually beneficial cooperation between enterprises and enterprises, mutually beneficial and complementary cooperation, and no conflict of interests.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Conclusions

This study examined impact of technological innovation of partners’ collaborative innovation on micro enterprises using two chosen indicators: number of entrepreneurs who participate with enterprise development and innovation, and impact on business growth.

Technological innovation of partner’s collaborative innovation develops positive impact of micro enterprises’ business growth and number of entrepreneurs participated. In all of 10 cases, number of entrepreneurs who cooperate with enterprise development and innovation increased rapidly. In addition, majority of the cases partnership generate significant influence on business growth.

B. Theoretical and Practical Implications

Previous study admitted technological innovation should give positive impact on business performance [29]-[31]. However, this study shows that only 6 of 10 organization gain significant influence on their business growth, others only got a slightly affected. According to study that conduct by Bayarçelik et. al., there are seven factor that determine innovation for SMEs, and four of the most influence factors are management skill, technological capability, financial factor and firm size [21]. Since “Micro and Personal Care Support and Coaching Program” only investigated technological innovation area, we cannot conclude the reason of slightly affected of technological innovation for some organization. However, micro enterprises are suggested to gain maximum affected, technological innovation should be supported by improving other factors.

Developing a new technology in term technological innovation is very costly especially to a micro enterprise that has limited resources. In collaborative innovation, every partner will be forced to contribute their complementary resources and competencies then combine them to speed up the adopting new technology [21]. However, impact of the technology innovation in an organization is determined by technological capability itself. Therefore, organizations
suggest raising in-house technological capability by creating continuous process of employment training [22].

As companies with growth potential, micro enterprise should be continuous proactively recognized a chance to innovate and extend market capacity. This ide will be caused some problem due to lack of organizations resources. In some level, collaboration innovation can be a solution for resource problem, but for pursuing a greater chance in innovation will need a supporting from outside partners. Faherty and Stephens suggest an expert team to support members for higher level of innovation. The experts could then come together to study the opportunities that arise; indeed, with the agreement of the micro enterprises, the experts could use their knowledge and networks to identify innovative ways in which the opportunities could be developed [32].

C. Recommendations for Future Research

This study develop by interview survey only for subject that involve the “Micro and Personal Care Support and Coaching Program” through scientific and technological innovation-oriented micro enterprises do investigation and analysis interview, due to the restrictions under conditions of sampling, not rendering technology to create a new type of comprehensive micro enterprises aspects of analysis and discussion. In the future study, we can explore the research questions through quantitative questionnaires, and deepen the analysis of the existing evaluation of the coaching companies and collaborative innovation of partners, resulting in more complete research results.
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